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Staff Report 
Operations Department 

Report To: Committee of the Whole 
Meeting Date: June 16, 2020 
Report Number: CSOPS.20.036 
Subject: Headworks Project Report Back 
Prepared by: Shawn Carey, Director of Operations 

A. Recommendations 

THAT Council receive Staff Report CSOPS.20.036 entitled “Headworks Project Report Back” for 
their information. 

B. Overview 

Council have requested Staff provide an explanation to the increases in the budget for the 
construction of the new headworks at the Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant. This staff 
report provides an overview of the costing at various levels of design for the construction of the 
headworks. This report also considers what improvements will be made to managing projects 
and estimating costs.  

C. Background 

Upgrading and or replacing major infrastructure such as the components of a wastewater 
treatment plant involves many years of planning. There are many aspects that are considered 
including environmental assessments (EAs), environmental studies, engineering design and 
complex approvals that need to be in place prior to any construction being tendered. Expanding 
wastewater treatment plants should only be untaken when the influent approaches the rated 
capacity of the facility. The Town has been planning for the expansion of the plant for at least 
thirteen years. 

Due to the dynamics of Thornbury’s fluctuating population, (i.e. significant portion being 
seasonal residents) the Town entered into an agreement with Grey County allowing additional 
allocations to the wastewater treatment plant with the condition that the approved 
Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA) from the Ministry of Environment, Parks and 
Conservation (MECP) included proposed works to allow for the plant expansion. The agreement 
includes a commitment from the Town to expand the works when the average daily flow 
approached 80% of the rated capacity. The proposed works approved in the ECA are only valid 
for five years. In order to be able to reapply for an ECA with the proposed works the Town must 
maintain a current EA.  An EA is only current for ten years.  After ten years, an addendum must 
be completed to assess the current conditions and make any necessary revisions to the project. 
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Included in the EAs and the Addendums is an engineering estimate of the costs to expand and 
upgrade the works. Typically, engineering estimates identified in an EA are high level estimates 
based on costing assumptions associated with the preferred alternative. The initial EA was 
completed in 2006. In 2016, the Town initiated an addendum to the EA and was completed in 
2017. The costing estimates in the 2017 Addendum were based on extrapolated costing from 
the 2009 high level estimate.   

D. Analysis 

In 2007, following completion of the EA, Stantec Consulting Ltd. were retained by the Town to 
prepare the preliminary design for the expansion of the Thornbury Wastewater Treatment 
Plant. This study provided a design that facilitated a plant expansion in phases; allowing the 
rated capacity to increase from the current 3580m3/day to 13,080 m3/day after the 
construction of phase 3 of the upgrades. This study was a very high level road map of how to 
expand this facility. The timeline for expanding the treatment plant is dependent of the growth 
of the Town. Included in the preliminary design report was a cost estimate of $956,550 for the 
headworks construction.  

In 2016, the upgraded headworks project was included in the Town’s five-year capital budget. 
The budget in 2016 was based on the probable cost from the 2009 Final Stantec Report. There 
are two areas of concern regarding the budget shortfalls for this project.  The preliminary 
estimate for the headworks, completed in 2009, did not fully identify the magnitude of the 
required work and as a result the original estimate does not reflect the final design. The 
preliminary estimate is an approximate cost of the project that is calculated at the conceptual 
level. Specific drawings and specifications were not developed or utilized at this stage.  In 
review of the 2016, 2017, 2018 overall budgets there is significant budget variances to the final 
tender. Unfortunately, the Staff that developed the 2016 and 2017 budgets have since retired 
or left the Town and the supporting rationale for development of these budgets is not 
documented.  

The table below outlines the total approved and forecasted budget per year. The applicable 
budget sheets for the years 2016 through to 2019 can be found in Attachment #1.   

 

2016 

Budget 

2017 

Forecast 

2018 

Budget 

2019 

Budget 

2020 

Tender 

Engineering $100,000 $75,000 $184,360 $100,000 $311,755 

Contract 
Services $1,000,000 $750,000 $921,800 $2,697,500 $3,850,000 

Contingency  $75,000 $92,180 $250,000 $75,000 

Total $1,100,000 $900,000 $1,198,340 $3,047,500 $4,236,755 
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In addition to the budgets from 2016 to 2020, Staff requested additional funding through two 
staff reports. Staff Report CSPW.19.036 (Attachment #2) was presented to Council on July 8, 
2019, requesting additional engineering budget for the work required to design, provide 
contract administration and commission an additional building for the headworks equipment. 
The Council Resolution approved $100,000 for JL Richards & Associates. The second Staff 
Report, CSOPS.20.002 dated February 11, 2020 (Attachment #3), requested an additional 
$997,700 for the construction budget. This request was after receiving the tender prices for 
construction. The additions to the project budget is accounted for in the Budget Variance 
Reports. Staff undertook a value engineering exercise and have reduced the overall costs by 
$211,000.  

The Town also hired two Senior Infrastructure Capital Project Coordinators in late 2019. The 
salary for these specialists has been added to the capital project budget. The amount allocated 
for the Senior Infrastructure Capital Project Coordinator for this project is $40,000. This is an 
additional cost that was not considered in any of the budgets listed above, as this position had 
not been created. This additional cost was included in the CSOPS.20.002 Staff Report.  

Engineering continued to progress and late in 2018, during the 60% design review, an 
operational concern of the grit removal system was identified. At this stage, the grit removal 
system was designated to be situated outside and exposed to the elements. It was also 
identified that this treatment plant does not have back-up power generation and the potential 
for significant issues during power outages in the winter months was substantial.   During 
discussions with the engineering consultant, the cost to relocate the grit removal system inside 
the building was considered minimal when considering the savings from not needing to 
winterize the equipment in the elements.  Although the Town did not have a full breakdown of 
the costs to winterize the equipment, as this was not captured in any of the estimates, the 
addition to the budget to add the building was approximately $1,000,000. The design work on 
this project was halted until a resolution for the additional funding for the engineering costs 
could be addressed.  The option to continue with the engineering of the building was included 
in Staff Report CSPW.19.036 (Attachment #2).  The resolution from this Staff Report directed to 
Staff to negotiate with the Consultant to reduce the cost of the engineering and proceed with 
the addition of the building.   

The lack of emergency power generation at the Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant will be 
addressed in the Phase 1 upgrades. The Craigleith Waste Water Treatment Plant, The Town’s 
Water Plant and most other Town-owned significant pumping and booster stations have 
emergency power generation.    

In November 2019, the Class “A” Estimate was completed by JL Richards. Staff Report 
CSOP.20.002 was presented to Council in February 2020 identifying the differences between 
the tendered costs and the Class A estimate.  Staff Report CSOPS.20.002 identified the key 
differences between the Class B and Class A estimates, as well as the total project costs, based 
on tendered pricing and the Class A estimate.  

The table below reflects the original Opinion of Probably Cost (OPC) from the 2009 preliminary 
design for key budget items as well as the OPC for 60% design and 95% design. This report does 
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not include a full breakdown of the tendered price, as unit prices are protected through the 
competitive bid process.   
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Preliminary Design – 2009 Stantec Report 

Opinion of Probable Costs can be found in 
Attachment #4 

JL Richards Class B Estimate 

The Class B Estimate has an Opinion of Probable 
Cost (OPS) of +/- 15%, this was included at 60% 
design. The estimate was produced in October 
2018. Attachment #5 

JL Richards Class A Estimate 

The Class A Estimate has an Opinion 
of Probable Cost (OPS) of +/- 5%, this 
was included at 95% design. This 
estimate was produced in November 
2019. Attachment #6 

Temporary Bypass   

No budget 
• Originally planned to bypass the 

existing facility into Lagoon 2 utilizing 
existing piping. 

• The lagoon system is too small to 
accommodate the entire treatment 
plant flow for the entire 6 month 
construction window. 

• A new conditions in the Environmental 
Compliance Approval, issued in Jan 
2019, prevented the Town from 
discharging into a lagoon cell while the 
lagoon is discharging to the Little 
Beaver River.  This condition prevented 
the Town from using the lagoon for the 
construction period. 

• There was no budget allowance to 
bypass the works included in estimate 

Budget $110K 
• The lagoon system does not have the capacity 

to allow for the bypass of the wastewater flow 
during the entire construction period.  
Additional costs were incurred to construct by-
pass piping around the current headworks 
during the entire construction phase. The 
requirement for a constructed bypass was 
determined at roughly 60% design, however the 
complete plan for by-passing the headworks 
and the costing estimate was not completed 
until we arrived at the 95% of design.  

• $110K piping bypass required, 
• Additional cleaning requirements for both 

Aeration and clarifier basins. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Budget $110K 
• No change from 60% design 
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Preliminary Design – 2009 Stantec Report JL Richards Class B Estimate JL Richards Class A Estimate 

Civil / Structural Works    

Budget $123K 

• Site Works 
• Concrete 
• Masonry 

Budget $590K 

• Site Works 
• Masonry 
• Geo-technical work 
• At the 60% design, it was identified that the 

plan to insulate the grit removal system and 
have the equipment installed outside in the 
elements was not in the Town’s best interest. It 
was recommended that the grit removal system 
be installed within a building. This will increase 
the life expectancy of the equipment and 
provide a much safer work environment for 
staff. In addition, without back-up power 
generation at this site, there were significant 
concerns raised about the system freezing 
during power outages in winter months. The 
construction of the building has increased the 
budget for the civil works. Further details about 
the building are including in Staff Report 
CSWP.19.036 (Attachment #6). 

Budget $1,174K 

• Site Works increased $476K. The 
increase mostly due to micro 
piles as opposed to spread 
footings. There was also an 
increase to the budget for yard 
piping.  

• Concrete increased $31K.  
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Preliminary Design – 2009 Stantec Report JL Richards Class B Estimate JL Richards Class A Estimate 

Electrical and Instrumentation Works   

Budget $178K 

• Minimal Electrical Changes 
• Electrical Budget $78K  
• It is thought that full required scope of 

this work was not understood by 
Stantec. 

• Instrumentation Budget $92K 
 

Budget $501K 

• Replacement of electrical system  
• There were significant limitations to the panels 

available for the upgraded headworks. The 
current electrical room was not large enough to 
accommodate the required electrical panels. By 
constructing the additional headworks building 
at this stage, it has accommodated the extra 
electrical room that is required to permit 
growth/capacity expansion.  

Budget $927K 

• The electrical was the last 
discipline to be completed. At 
60% design it was noted that 
current electrical panels were no 
sufficient, however the design of 
the electrical and 
instrumentation control for this 
system was not fully understood 
until 95% design.  

• There have been three electrical 
code upgrades since the original 
2009 estimate, this could account 
for a small portion of the 
increase. 
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Preliminary Design – 2009 Stantec Report JL Richards Class B Estimate JL Richards Class A Estimate 

Process & Mechanical Equipment   

Budget $655K 

• Screens ($130,000) 
• Grit Separator ($240,000) 
• Odour Control System ($20,000) 

Budget $1,079K 

• The screens and grit separator costs were 
incorporate into process equipment, with a 
total budget of $1,112K. The individual 
components were not itemized.  

• Odour Control System – this has not been 
included in the final design, however, the duct 
work is being installed, and an odour control 
system can easily be added. An assessment will 
be completed when the upgraded headworks 
are operational. The potential odours from the 
headworks are significantly reduced by 
replacing open channel weirs with full piping, 
and installing a bagging system on the screening 
system. If an odour system is required, this will 
be included in the phase 1 plant expansion.  

Budget $1,129K 

• This budget increase was not 
significant at 2.0%. Considering 
the Class B estimate was 
produced more than a year prior, 
this is in line with inflation.   

• The screens $458K 
• The grit separator $430K. 
• Additional budget was also 

included to allow for 
commissioning this equipment.  

  

 

Contingency   

Budget $0K Budget $108K Budget $164K 

Total Construction Budget   

Preliminary Design $956K 60% Design $2,388K 95% Design $3,504K 
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Project Key Findings 

There was a lack of understanding of the project scope back at the preliminary engineering 
phase in 2009 by both Stantec and Staff. Preliminary design work is conceptual in nature. 
Having a thorough understanding of all that is required at the stage is much easier with routine 
projects. When considering additions to an existing wastewater treatment facility, it is common 
to not have a full picture of all required works at this stage. For the most part, wastewater 
treatment plants each have their own nuances.  Brownfield construction (i.e. building on land 
that has previously been built on) has challenges that cannot be fully understood at the 
conceptual phase.   

As the need for the headworks became necessary, the budget sheets that were started in 2016 
underestimated the ultimate scope and focused on conceptual design.  In the future, adequate 
review and comprehensive understanding of the third party issued engineering reports at the 
time of completion will be completed by Staff. 

The Town historically sets project budgets based on preliminary design and costing information.  
The scoping of this project was completed in 2008-09 timeframe however the project did not 
start detail engineering until 2018 with the final design being completed in 2019. 

Detailed engineering was completed by JL Richards and they would have based their estimate 
to complete the project on the 2009 Stantec preliminary design report.  The lack of clarity in the 
preliminary scoping would ultimately cause further delay in schedule and additional 
engineering costs during the detail engineering phase.   

The overall project cost would not be fully understood until the construction tender was 
received in January 2020, eleven years after the original report.  

One of the single biggest changes to this project has been the addition of a building to house 
the grit removal system. It was initially proposed to be installed outside with insulation and be 
heat traced.  

The treatment plant is not equipped with an emergency back-up power generator. In the event 
of a power outage during winter months, concerns about this equipment freezing were raised. 
In addition to protecting the equipment from freezing, installing the equipment in a building 
will definitely extend the life expectancy of the equipment and provide a much safer work 
environment for staff. This building would have been required as the Town proceeded to the 
phase 1 expansion of the plant and building with the headworks seemed like a logical choice.  In 
2018, the building was included at 60% design. Why this building was not included in the 
original 2009 scope of work cannot be explained, as the individuals responsible for these 
budgets at the time no longer are employed by the Town and the supporting rationale is not 
documented.  

Path Forward 

The Town’s projects are diverse in nature, circumstance and location and may be capital or 
operational in nature.  The Town’s ability to choose the right projects and effectively deliver the 
required project outcomes is key to meeting the Town’s operating needs. 
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As stated in the Town’s Strategic Plan, Staff have adopted a philosophy of planning to execute, 
utilizing RASCI matrices and SMART goals. It is proposed to integrate the following project 
practices into future capital projects over $1,000,000 total budget to provide consistent 
delivery and early identification of budgets, scope changes and schedule impacts: 

1. Capital Project Resourcing  
• Upfront scope development and planning completed by Town Staff prior to 

engagement of engineering resources. 
• Hiring of 2 individuals to focus on capital projects will have the time to preform upfront 

planning duties for the projects (recruitment finalized late 2019) 
 

2. Performance Targets 
• Clear performance targets to be developed at the start of the project with regular 

reporting against the performance targets. 
• Updates to senior management on a monthly basis. 
• Updates to Council on a quarterly basis.  

 
3. Performance Benchmarking 

• Consult with other municipalities on major project historical costs. 
• Question pricing for both consulting and construction services; are they competitive 

with regional municipalities? 
• Undertake value engineering when applicable. 
• Staff need to be able to answer the following questions for all projects: does the project 

meet the necessary standards for its intended use; is the project safe to operate; is 
there a balance between the capital costs and the future operational costs being 
considered; and, is suitable technology being utilized in the project? 
 

4. Change Management 
• Introduce a change management process from the preliminary design thru to 

completion of the project. 
• Processes provide a structure for decision making by having formal decision review 

checkpoints.  These checkpoints to include scope definition, regulatory requirement and 
impacts, changes to scope, development of both schedule and cost thru the project life.  

 
5. Independent Review (in-house steering committee – as appointed by SMT) for projects over 

$1,000,000 
• Set Milestones   
• Identify key stakeholders 
• Development of independent review updates through the project life to develop project 

accountability. 
o Review milestones 

 Scope development 
 Monthly oversight (depending on scope of work) 

o SMT updates 
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 Utilize the strength of individuals to bring different perspective to project 
reviews. 

 Ensure project is fit for purpose 
• Challenge the project to identify opportunities for improvements in all areas of the 

project. 
 

6. Utilize Existing Procurement Policy Tools 
• Pre-qualify bidders for construction tenders 

• Provides ability to check references and past performance for use in scoring 
criteria 

• Include provisions in RFP for preliminary engineering cost estimates in large EA 
projects 

• Assist with scope development and associated budget proposals/estimates 

E. The Blue Mountains Strategic Plan  

Goal #1: Create Opportunities for Sustainability 
 
Goal #2: Engage Our Communities & Partners 
Objective #1 Improve External Communication with our Constituents 
Objective #2 Use Technology to Advance Engagement 
Objective #3 Strengthen Partnerships 

Goal #3:  Support Healthy Lifestyles 
Objective #1 Promote the Town as a Healthy Community 
Objective #3 Manage Growth and Promote Smart Growth 
Objective #4 Commit to Sustainability 

Goal #4: Promote a Culture of Organizational & Operational Excellence 
Objective #1 To Be an Employer of Choice 
Objective #2 Improve Internal Communications Across our Organization 
Objective #3 To Consistently Deliver Excellent Customer Service 
Objective #4 To Be a Financially Responsible Organization 
Objective #5 Constantly Identify Opportunities to Improve Efficiencies and Effectiveness 

Goal #5: Ensure Our Infrastructure is Sustainable 
Objective #1 Develop a Long-Term Asset Management Plan for the Maintenance, Renewal 

and Replacement of Existing Infrastructure 
Objective #2 Avoid Unexpected Infrastructure Failure and Associated Costs and Liability 
Objective #3 Implement Best Practices in Sustainable Infrastructure 
Objective #4 Ensure that Infrastructure is Available to Support Development 

F. Environmental Impacts 

Ensure the Town’s infrastructure is available to support the Town’s needs.  
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G. Financial Impact 

During the capital budget process staff use all available information when compiling the five 
year capital budget. This includes Town plans and studies, similar project experience, 
engineering/consulting reports, and municipal comparators. Especially for larger scale projects 
things can change on an almost daily bases as new information is gained and older assumptions 
are abandoned.  

The Town budgets full project cost upfront for a few reasons. First, it gives Council and the 
Public the upfront cost as to what staff are estimating will be required to complete the project. 
Second, it gives staff the flexibility to move through the stages of the project (preliminary 
engineering to final design to construction) as stages are completed. It also gives staff the 
ability to tender at a point in the year that historically results in better tendering pricing (i.e. 
winter).  

However, if during the project staff learn that either the scope of work needs to change or the 
estimate budget needs to increase one of two things happen. If time permits, the project will go 
back through the budgeting process or if there is a time constraint a report is written for 
Council approval.  

Currently, staff are including major project progress charts in the Monthly Flash reports written 
by Financial Service and the Headworks is included in those charts. Staff are continually working 
on providing more in-depth information for Council and the Public in those monthly reports.   

H. In Consultation With 

Shawn Everitt, CAO  

Sam Dinsmore, Deputy Treasurer / Manager of Accounting and Budgets 

Allison Kershaw, Manager Water and Wastewater Services  

Brent Rolufs, Senior Infrastructure Capital Project Coordinator  

 

I. Public Engagement 

The topic of this Staff Report has not been subject to a Public Meeting and/or a Public 
Information Centre as neither a Public Meeting nor a Public Information Centre are required. 
Comments regarding this report should be submitted to Shawn Carey, 
directorops@thebluemountains.ca. 

J. Attached 

1. Attachment 1 - Approved Budget Sheets 
2. Attachment 2 - CSPW.19.036 Engineering Services Agreement Increase 
3. Attachment 3 - CSOPS.20.002 Request for Budget Increase - Construction 
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4. Attachment 4 - 2009 Stantec Headworks Estimate 
5. Attachment 5 - Opinion of Probable Costs, 60% Design, JL Richards 
6. Attachment 6 - Opinion of Probable Costs, 95% Design, JL Richards 

Respectfully submitted,  

Shawn Carey 
Director of Operations 

For more information, please contact: 
Shawn Carey 
directorops@thebluemountains.ca 
519-599-3131 extension 260 

mailto:directorops@thebluemountains.ca


Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant Inlet Building Repairs

Total 2018 2019 2020 2021 Account
-$                   62000

-$                   62125

-$                   63010

-$                   63100

-$                   63105

100,000$        35,000$          15,000$        63115

-$                   63120

1,000,000$     500,000$      63125

-$                   63126

-$                   64010

-$                   64011

-$                   64020

-$                   64021

-$                   63210

1,100,000$     35,000$          515,000$      -$                -$                 

-$                   53005

-$                   53010

-$                   54012

-$                   57013

-$                   54011

-$                   54011

-$                   54032

1,100,000$     35,000$          515,000$      54046

-$                   58100

1,100,000$     35,000$          515,000$      -$                -$                 

Funding Sources - Grants/Reserves/Etc.

515,000$      

515,000$      

Notes to Expenditures and Funding Tables

Operational Expenditures Impact

Wastewater Asset Replacement Reserve Fund.

Map or Picture of Project
Potential Cost Savings/Costing Driver

Cost based on Thornbury WWTP PH 1A upgrade estimates 
completed by Stantec Engineering.

Reserve Funds

515,000$      

Budget
2017

500,000$      

15,000$        

35,000$         

Debt
Funding Total

35,000$         

35,000$         

2016

Reserves

Federal Grants
Provincial Grants

Municipal Act 326/391
Developer Contributions

Revenue Fund - Taxes
Revenue Fund - User Fees

Replacement Equipment
Additional Vehicles

Replacement Vehicles
Interim Financing

Expenditures Total
Funding

Additional Equipment

Expenditures
Materials

Legal
Engineering

Consulting
Contract Services

Contingencies

Category

Purpose

Strategic Plan

Environmental Impact

Advertisements
Courier

Professional Fees

Details
The Inlet Building was installed in 1992 and will require replacement of the teacup (grit separator) and 
sidescreen as well as roof ventilation upgrades. These repairs will require replacement prior to the plant 
expansion and will continue to be utilized after the Plant expansion.

Goal # 2 "Addressing the Town's municipal infrastructure needs".

 The replacement of this equipment will prolong the life of pumps and equipment upstream. 

35,000$         

Capital

Flexible             

6-431-4893

Wastewater

2016

2019

John Caswell

No

Yes - S1

Project Number

Department

Year of Initiation

Completion Date

Submitted by

Description
The Inlet Building was installed in 1992. Prior to the Phase 1A Plant Expansion, a 
consultant will be retained in early 2016 to review the components to determine if they 
should be replaced prior to the Phase 1A Expansion in 2023. Some components are 
at the end of their useful life.

Town of The Blue Mountains 
2016 Approved Budget

Page 640 of 660
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Thornbury WWTP Inlet Works Equipment

Cost Account
75,000$        63115

-$              63120
750,000$      63125

75,000$        63126
63105

900,000$      

Total 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
-$              -$           -$           -$              -$     -$  -$ 
-$              -$           -$           -$              -$     -$  -$ 
-$              -$           -$           -$              -$     -$  -$ 

900,000$      -$           37,500$    862,500$      -$     -$  -$ 
-$              -$           -$           -$              -$     -$  -$ 

900,000$      -$           37,500$    862,500$      -$     -$  -$ 

6-431-4893

N/A
Accessibility

Department
Project Number

To replace components of the Inlet Works at the Thornbury Wastewater 
Treatment Plant to meet existing and future needs.

Purpose

Infrastructure and Public Works - Water and Wastewater Services

Goal #5 - Ensure our infrastructure is sustainable.

Environmental Impact

Strategic Plan

Total

Expenditure Description
To replace components of the Inlet Works at the 
Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant to meet 
existing and future needs. Final design will be 
completed in 2018 with construction in 2019.

Replacement of Inlet Works equipment will aid in achieving wastewater 
effluent quality criteria.

Disposal
Removed equipment and excess materials will be disposed of by the 
Contractor.

Budget

Legal
Contingencies

Contract Services
Consulting

Engineering

Map or PictureOperating Impact
Some staff time will be requires to operate Inlet 
Works during construction, approximately 100 
hours. Operating costs are expected to be 
reduced due to new equipment.

Cash-Flow and Funding

Total 
Debt

Wastewater Asset Replacement
Water Asset Replacement

User-Fees
Reserves

Town of The Blue Mountains 
2017 Approved Budget

Page 631 of 648



 

 

Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant Inlet Works Equipment 
Project Number: 6-432-4893 
Department: Infrastructure and Public Works – Water and Wastewater Services 

Purpose 

To replace components of the Inlet Works at the Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant to meet 
existing and future needs. 

Description 

To replace one mechanical screen and one large vortex tank at the Inlet Works at the Thornbury 
Wastewater Treatment Plant to meet existing and future needs (up to Phase 1A expansion). Final 
design will be completed in 2018 with construction in 2019. 

Accessibility 

None. 

Strategic Plan 

Goal #5: Ensure our Infrastructure is Sustainable. 

Environmental Impact 

Replacement of inlet works equipment will aid in achieving wastewater effluent quality criteria. 

Disposal 

Removed equipment and excess materials will be disposed of by the Contractor. 

Operating Impact 

Some staff time will be required to manually operate inlet works during construction, approximately 
100 hours. Operating costs are expected to be reduced due to new equipment. 

2018 Budget 

Expenditure Cost Account 
Engineering $ 184,360 63115 
Consulting $ 0 63120 
Contract Services $ 921,800 63125 
Contingencies $ 92,180 63126 
Replacement 

 
$ 0 64011 

Total $ 1,198,340 n/a 
 

Cash-Flow and Funding 

Description Total 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 
Revenue Fund - User Fees $ 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
Wastewater Asset Replacement $ 366,160 $ 366,160 $0 $0 $0 $0 

Wastewater DC Reserve Fund $ 832,180 $ 832,180 $0 $0 $0 $0 

Developer Contributions $ 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 
Debt $ 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

Total $ 1,198,340 $ 1,198,340 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 



Wastewater 

 

Project Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant Headworks Improvements 

Description To replace one mechanical screen and one large vortex tank at the Inlet Works 
at the Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant to meet existing and future needs 
(up to Phase 1a expansion). Final design will be completed in 2018 with 
construction in 2019. 

Strategic Action Goal #5 – Objective 2: Avoid unexpected infrastructure failure and associated 
costs and liabilities. 

Budget $ 100,000   Engineering- Contract/Salaries and Benefits 
$2,697,500  Construction 
$ 250,000   Contingency 
$3,047,500  Total Budget 

Funding $ 807,400   Wastewater Asset Replacement Reserve Fund 
$2,240,100  Wastewater Development Charges 
$3,047,500  Total Funding 

 
Total Number of Projects: 10 

Total Budget: $ 6,883,800 

Total Funding by Source: 

$ 48,500 Water Asset Replacement Reserve Fund 
$ 62,100 Unfinanced 
$ 102,000 Infrastructure and Public Works Asset Replacement 

Reserve Fund 
$ 2,033,700 Property Owners 
$ 2,290,100 Wastewater Development Charges 
$ 2,347,400 Wastewater Asset Replacement Reserve Fund 

 

 
Town of The Blue Mountains 
2019 Approved Budget
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Staff Report 
Infrastructure and Public Works 

Report To: Committee of the Whole 
Meeting Date: July 8, 2019  
Report Number: CSPW.19.036 
Subject: Request for Engineering Services Agreement Increase – Thornbury 

Wastewater Treatment Headworks Upgrade 
Prepared by: Allison Kershaw, Manager of Water and Wastewater Services  

A. Recommendations 

THAT Council receive Staff Report CSPW.19.036 entitled “Request for Engineering Services 
Agreement Increase – Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Headworks Upgrade”; 

AND THAT Council approve increasing the Engineering Services Agreement to J. L. Richards & 
Associates Ltd. for the Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant Headworks Expansion by an 
upset limit of $140,000 from $211,755.75 to $351,755.75 for the expansion of the Headworks 
Building to house the headworks equipment per the terms and conditions outlined in Staff 
Report CSPW.19.036. 

B. Overview 

The purpose of this report is to consider expanding the scope of the engineering assignment for 
the design of the Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant Headworks Upgrades to include an 
addition to the Headworks Building. 

C. Background 

The Town is undertaking upgrades to the Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant (TWWTP) 
Headworks (the “Project”) to ensure grit and detritus debris is removed from the influent 
sewage before it reaches the treatment process. The current headworks equipment is at the 
end of its life and failing which has caused operation problems in the plant. During high flow 
periods the headworks equipment surcharges which poses a health and safety concern for the 
wastewater operators. Excessive inflow is diverted to the lagoon system which can exasperate 
operational challenges. It is noted that the most recent operational challenge at the plant was 
an overflow of the lagoon system which occurred in part due to the lack of a fully functional 
headworks. Other challenges include the deposition of grit in the aeration basins and debris 
collecting on the UV disinfection lamps. Increased operator time is needed to manage the plant. 
The TWWTP continues to achieve regulatory effluent criteria but it will be increasing difficult to 
do so as inflow rates increase while the headworks are not functioning well. 
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The Town retained J.L. Richards & Associates Ltd (JLR) to complete the preliminary design for 
the project. The report dated July 2017 proposed a new screening system, new vortex grit 
removal system and modifications to the existing headworks building. The grit removal system 
would be installed outside within a weather-proof enclosure. A schematic of the options is 
provided in Attachment #1, Option 2 was preferred. Attachment #2 is an image of a Grit 
Removal System. The estimated construction cost was $1,150,000. JLR proposed the concept as 
a cost saving measure albeit Staff had reservations about housing this type of equipment 
outside. Staff accepted the concept since JLR had wider experience in plant design. 

In July 2018, the Town retained JLR through a competitive procurement process to prepare the 
final design and undertake the contract administration for the project based on the concepts 
proposed within the Preliminary Design Report. The upset cost limit for the engineering 
services was $211,755.75 which represented 18.3% of the estimated construction cost. Given 
the scope of work and the complex nature of the project, the percentage of fees to the 
estimated construction cost is reasonable for high quality design work. 

At the 30% design meeting in September 2018, JLR project staff proposed that the grit removal 
equipment be installed in a building for operational and other reasons instead of outside. While 
it is feasible to install the grit removal system outside in a weather-proof enclosure, it was felt 
upon further review that constructing a building addition would provide better value to the 
Town in the long term. Although the initial costs of installing the equipment outside are lower, 
it will result in more maintenance over the life of the equipment and facility. It would also 
complicate the operation and potentially present a risk of shutdown, especially during 
inclement weather events. In addition, the lack of electrical expansion space within the existing 
building was complicating the design which would result in additional construction costs to 
house electrical equipment outside. Town project staff generally endorsed the concept of 
housing the equipment inside as opposed to out in the elements given their previous concerns 
raised during the preliminary design phase.   

Unfortunately, senior staff from neither JLR nor the Town were in attendance at the 30% design 
meeting to recognize that a building addition was a significant departure from the original 
scope of work and would require a change in the fee proposal. Project team meetings and 
correspondence between JLR and Town Staff have been reviewed in depth and there was no 
instruction given by Town project staff to proceed with a building addition beyond the concept 
discussions during the 30% project team meeting. JLR concurs that explicit direction was not 
provided by the Town to undertake a building expansion. 

It was during the 60% design meeting in November 2018 where JLR project staff presented a 
matured building design and where senior Town Staff were present that it was recognized that 
a significant amount of design effort was completed that was outside of the original scope of 
work. Instruction was given to Town and JLR project staff to come to terms with the scope of 
work and prepare a plan forward. Unknown to Town Staff, JLR’s design engineers continued to 
actively advance the building design. In December 2018, the Director of Infrastructure and 
Public Works instructed that all work cease until the project scope and fees could be agreed 
upon. A site plan of the proposed Headworks Building addition is provided as Attachment #3 
depicting the existing and additional building. 
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Since the project was ready to be submitted to the Ministry of Environment, Conservation and 
Parks (MECP), it was agreed that JLR would proceed with the submission to the MECP for their 
review and approval of the works while the Town considered the options of a building addition. 
Town Staff and JLR commenced discussions regarding revising the fee schedule to be able to 
consider the building addition.  

The MECP approval was received May 24, 2019. The Town is now in the position to proceed to 
tendering for construction of the works as submitted.  

The current construction estimate for this project, including the addition of the new building, 
the electrical room expansion and incorporating required yard piping for current and future 
needs into the design and construction is $2,947,500. The costs for the building addition and 
other cost escalations from the original proposal represents a $925,955 increase in the 
construction cost. The expected costs for a building addition were included within the approved 
2019 Capital Budget with expenditure subject to negotiations with JLR and direction from 
Council.   

D. Analysis 

The main options available to the Town to address that the original scope of work didn’t include 
a building addition are: 

1. Proceed with the project as per the Preliminary Design Report which doesn’t include 
a building addition.   

2. Cancel the Engineering Services Agreement and prepare a Request for Proposal to 
resume the project where it stands including the addition of a building. 

3. Negotiate a fee with JLR to complete the project with the inclusion of a building 
addition. 

Option 1: Proceed without Building Addition 

In this option, the Town will return to the concept outlined in the Preliminary Design Report 
such that the grit removal equipment will be housed outside. With the grit removal equipment 
exposed to the elements, the Town will likely experience more service interruptions due to 
inclement weather. Services interruptions have the potential to adversely affect the operation 
of equipment downstream of the headworks and perhaps place the Town in non-compliance 
with environmental approvals in extreme events since grit removal is a vital step in the 
treatment of wastewater. In addition, there are inherent health and safety risks for operators 
working in inclement weather repairing process critical equipment. 

Without a building addition, the housing of the required electrical control equipment is more 
complicated and will require weather proof enclosures and heating.  

The Town will expend less capital to construct the headworks upgrades, but the additional 
operational costs, which are inherently difficult to quantify, will be much higher than within a 
building. The risks to treatment compliance are higher as well.  
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The overall project will be delayed because the current design will need to be re-vamped and 
perhaps re-submitted to the MECP for approval. Staff expect a project delay of 10 – 12 months 
and moreover the likely loss of a construction season. At this point, there is no assurance that 
JLR will commit to complete the project.  

Option 2: Cancel the Engineering Services Agreement and Re-Issue 

The Engineering Services Agreement enables the Town to cancel the contract without costs 
provided the Town pays for all work completed. The Town becomes the owner of the design 
completed to date. The Town can then use the design completed to date to issue a Request for 
Proposal to retain an engineering firm to complete the project. The complicating issue is that 
the Town will not be able to utilize the building drawings prepared since the Town will not be 
paying for that effort.  

The time to re-issue a Request for Proposal and get a design prepared by another engineering 
firm and approved by the MECP is in the range of 16 – 18 months. Although the expected cost 
to complete the project should be within a reasonable range, there is a risk the fees could be 
higher than anticipated.   

Option 3: Fee Negotiation with JL Richards 

Under this option the Town comes to a negotiated agreement with JLR to fairly compensate 
them for the design efforts to date, complete the building addition design and oversee its 
construction.  

Given the significant scope change and expected fee implications, Town Staff felt that 
establishing an upset fee limit outside of a competitive process was not appropriate. Instead of 
setting a fixed upset fee amount, Town Staff negotiated a fee scale based on a percentage of 
the construction costs up to a cap. The percentage has been set at 15% of the cost of the 
building expansion and the necessary yard piping to be relocated. This amount is considered 
reasonable and just given the complexity of the proposed works. It is typical that engineering 
fees for treatment plants are on the upper end of normal engineering fees. Staff had used 20% 
of the expected construction costs from the Preliminary Design Report to estimate the 
engineering fees for the 2018 capital budget of this project and JLR’s current fees are 18.3% of 
the Preliminary Design cost estimate. 

The revised and current estimated construction cost of the building addition and piping 
relocation is $925,955, which at 15% of construction cost gives an expected engineering fee of 
$138,894. To limit the Town’s liability, a fee cap of $140,000 was agreed upon while there is no 
lower limit on the fees should the building and related works be lower than expected. Once 
approved, the Town would pay 50% of $138,894 ($69,447) for the design efforts to date. The 
remaining fees would be paid as the project progresses through construction. An interim upset 
fee limit will be established using the awarded tender amount for the relevant works and the 
final amount will be calculated upon the completion of the project to account for related 
Change Orders. A scope change letter from JLR outlining the proposal in more detail is provided 
as Attachment #4. 
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Discussion and Recommendation 

Town Staff have considered the costs and benefits of a building addition. Although there are 
higher upfront capital costs, Staff feel that on balance, the value in a building addition at this 
time is a good investment of Town resources over the expected life of the TWWTP.  

In addition to the operational and health and safety concerns outlined above with process 
equipment being exposed to inclement weather, a building addition will also provide the 
required space for the additional electrical control panels that the Town requires for the 
current headworks upgrades as well as the future space required for the electrical panels for 
the Phase 1A plant expansion planned to commence within the next five years. By 
incorporating the building at this stage of construction, it will allow for a more logical location 
of the control panels and reduce the costs of the Phase 1A plant expansion. 

A future expansion of the Headworks Building is expected during Phase 2 (20-year timeframe) 
as part of the overall plant expansion strategy to provide additional treatment capacity. The 
increase in capital cost for the present project, rebuilding the headworks and including an 
additional building to house some of the equipment, will reduce the cost of future expansions 
required in Phase 2 since less equipment would have to be accommodated in a new building at 
that time. As well, the work to redesign and relocate the yard piping at this time will allow for a 
smoother transition to Phase 2 of the treatment plant expansion. Included in the building 
addition is an isolated electrical room. The ability to add onto an isolated electrical room will 
assist with further expansion of the TWWTP during Phase 2.   

It is unfortunate that the JLR project staff undertook the design of a building addition without 
authorization from Town staff, however it is reasonable that the firm be fairly compensated for 
their work since in the long term, a headworks building addition is the right decision for the 
Thornbury WWTP. Had the preliminary design fully recognized the implications of not 
expanding the building, the Town would not be this situation because the scope of work would 
have included an appropriate building expansion. Good decisions and direction were set within 
the Preliminary Design Report regarding equipment sizing, selection and configuration but 
failed to recognize the importance of a Headworks Building addition and the relevant yard 
piping reconfiguration. Regardless, Staff feel that a building addition is the correct solution to 
advance the project. 

Staff therefore recommend that Council approve increasing the Engineering Services 
Agreement to J. L. Richards & Associates Ltd for the Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant 
Headworks Expansion by an upset limit of $140,000 from $211,755.75 to $351,755.75 for the 
expansion of the Headworks Building to house the headworks equipment per the terms and 
conditions outlined in Report CSPW.19.036. 

Should Council not wish to accept the above recommendation, Staff feel the next best option is 
to cancel the Engineering Services Agreement (Option 2). 
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E. The Blue Mountains Strategic Plan 

Goal #5: Ensure Our Infrastructure is Sustainable 
Objective #1 Develop a Long-Term Asset Management Plan for the Maintenance, Renewal 

and Replacement of Existing Infrastructure 
Objective #2 Avoid Unexpected Infrastructure Failure and Associated Costs and Liability 
Objective #3 Implement Best Practices in Sustainable Infrastructure 
Objective #4 Ensure that Infrastructure is Available to Support Development 

F. Environmental Impacts 

Proceeding with the additional building for the grit removal equipment will better assist the 
Town to achieve the TWWTP’s effluent criteria. Control of grit and debris into the plant is 
critical to maintaining an effect treatment system to protect the natural environment.  

G. Financial Impact 

Included in the 2019 Approved Capital Budget was an additional $100,000 for engineering 
services. Upon further review, Staff are requesting that this be increased to $140,000. This cost 
will be funded by the Wastewater Asset Replacement Reserve Fund (25%) and Wastewater 
Development Charges (75%).  

In addition to the required $140,000 in engineering costs the 2019 Approved Capital Budget 
had $2,947,500 for construction and contingency. To date the Town has committed $231,755 
which brings the project total to $3,319,255. This project will require $829,800 in funding from 
the Wastewater Asset Replacement Reserve Fund and $2,489,455 from Wastewater 
Development Charges. The Thornbury Sewer Capacity Development Charge Reserve Fund has a 
balance of over $6,000,000 and therefore can fully fund this capital project. 

H. In Consultation With 

Maurice Dempster, Wastewater Supervisor 

Sam Dinsmore, Deputy Treasurer/Manager of Accounting and Budgets 

Ruth Prince, Director of Finance and IT Services/Treasurer 

I. Public Engagement 

The topic of this Staff Report has not been subject to a Public Meeting and/or a Public 
Information Centre as neither a Public Meeting nor a Public Information Centre are required. 
Comments regarding this report should be submitted to Allison Kershaw, 
managerwww@thebluemountains.ca. 

mailto:managerwww@thebluemountains.ca
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J. Attached 

1. Schematic of Grit Removal System, Preliminary Design Drawings, July 13, 2017 
2. Image of Grit Removal System 
3. Drawings of Proposed Headworks 95% Design, JL Richards  
4. Scope Change, Letter from JL Richards to Reg Russwurm, April 8, 2019 

 
 

Respectfully submitted,  

__Allison Kershaw_______________ 
Allison Kershaw, 
Manager of Water and Wastewater Services 

 

__Reg Russwurm________________ 
Reg Russwurm, MBA, P.Eng 
Director of Infrastructure and Public Works 

For more information, please contact: 
Allison Kershaw, 
managerwww@thebluemountains.ca 
519-599-3131 extension 226 

mailto:managerwww@thebluemountains.ca
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Attachment #3 – Proposed Headworks 95% Design, Preliminary Drawing #1 

Additional Building 

Existing Building 
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Attachment #3 – Proposed Headworks 95% Design, Preliminary Drawing #2 



April 8, 2019 
Our File: 27433-000 

VIA: Email 

Reg Russwurm,  
Director of Infrastructure and Public Works 
Town of The Blue Mountains 
32 Mill Street, P.O. Box 310 
Thornbury, ON M0H 2P0 

Dear Mr. Russwurm: 

Re: Changes in Scope and Fee for 
Engineering Services for Addendum to the Environmental Study Report 
For the Thornbury WWTP Expansion 

The purpose of this letter is to summarize our discussions regarding the preferred means of 
adjusting our fee budget to incorporate changes to our scope for the above-noted project. This 
letter supersedes and replaces the one JLR submitted on November 13, 2018. 

As discussed, the design of proposed improvements to the headworks facility at the Thornbury 
WWTP has progressed to incorporate elements that were not included in either the 2017 ESR 
addendum or the RFP, or our proposal for the design and contract administration of the works. 
The changes include a new building addition to house some of the grit removal equipment (which 
was originally planned to be installed outside) as well as improvements to the yard piping to the 
west of the headworks building (including incorporating future additional piping from existing 
pumping stations). These changes also include space for required electrical equipment. 

The original scope (as described in the 2017 ESR addendum) called for some of the grit removal 
equipment to be constructed outside with weather-proof enclosures. While it is feasible to install 
this equipment as proposed, it represents a trade-off between capital costs and long-term 
operational and maintenance costs. Installing the grit vortex and associated equipment outside 
may be a lower initial cost, but it will result in more maintenance over the life of the equipment. It 
will also complicate operation and potentially present a risk of shutdown, particularly during 
inclement weather. 

Constructing a building addition to house this equipment will cost more up-front, but will lead to 
savings over time by protecting the equipment and enabling easier operation. The original intent 
was to install the equipment outside, but this decision was changed during the design stage and a 
new building was incorporated into the design. 

The proposed improvements to the headworks facility represent the first phase of improvements 
for the overall facility which tentatively include future expansion of the building. The increase in 
capital cost for the present project would subsequently lessen the cost of future expansions. 

Our proposal for engineering services currently has an approved upset limit of $211,755.75 
excluding taxes. As discussed (and as per our letter dated November 13, 2018), we would like to 
increase our upset limit to account for the expanded scope outlined above. We tentatively agreed 
that a reasonable assessment of our costs for the design and construction assistance for this new 
work would be 15% of the eventual tender cost for the additional areas of the facility. 

CSPW.19.036 
Attachment #4
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April  
JLR File No.:27433-000 
 
Mr. Reg Russwurm, Town of The Blue Mountains 
 
 

 

In our November 23, 2018 OPC, we identified an overall construction cost of $2.4M. We have 
separated the portions related to the new building addition, as well as yard piping and the 
electrical room expansion, and have identified that these elements represent a cost of $925,955.  

At a 15% valuation for our services, we recommend an increase to our upset limit of $138,893.25. 
Once the tender closes, we have tentatively agreed to adjust this figure based on the amount 
carried by the successful contractor for the work represented by the additional scope. 

In addition, we have tentatively agreed that JLR may invoice up to 50% of the fee budget 
increase for work done to date and would invoice against the remainder progressively as 
construction proceeds. . 

Finally, we have tentatively agreed that we can combine the $5,000 carried in our proposal for 
geotechnical works and the $5,000 for daylighting services to be used for either geotechnical 
and/or daylighting. In essence, this would enable us to claim our actual geotechnical costs (which 
exceed $10,000) against the combined amounts, since the geotechnical work did incorporate 
some of the intent of daylighting, and additional daylighting has not been found to be required as 
part of the design assignment. This would leave the $5,000 for materials testing and the $20,000 
contingency untouched through these changes. 

In summary, we propose the following: 
1. Increase JLR’s upset limit from $211,755.75 by $138,893.25 to a total of $350,649.00. 

Once the tender closes, we will adjust our upset limit by an amount equal to the difference 
between $138,893.25 and 15% of the successful contractor’s cost for the work 
represented by the change in scope outlined above. 

2. JLR may invoice up to $10,000 for combined geotechnical and daylighting services to date. 

3. JLR may invoice up to 50% of the $138,893.25 increase now and the remainder (as 
adjusted in Item 1 above) progressively through the construction phase. 

We trust the foregoing is consistent with our discussion on this matter and look forward to moving 
forward with the Town of the Blue Mountains on this project. 

 
Yours very truly, 
 
J.L. RICHARDS & ASSOCIATES LIMITED 

Michael S. Troop, P.Eng., M.Eng. 
Associate, Senior Environmental Engineer 
Manager, Guelph Office 
 
MT:kb 
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Staff Report 
Operations Department 

Report To: Committee of the Whole 
Meeting Date: February 11, 2020 
Report Number: CSOPS.20.002 
Subject: Request for Budget Increase - Thornbury Wastewater Treatment 

Plant Headworks Upgrade 
Prepared by: Shawn Carey, Director of Operations  

A. Recommendations

THAT Council receive Staff Report CSOPS.20.002, entitled “Request for Budget Increase - 
Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant Headworks Upgrade”; 

AND THAT Council approve an increase in the budget of $997,700 from $3,047,500 to 
$4,045,200 

AND THAT Council approve an additional $259,000 in funding from the Wastewater Asset 
Replacement Reserve Fund and $738,700 from the Thornbury Sewer Capacity Development 
Charge Reserve Fund. 

B. Overview

The purpose of this report is to request additional budget for the construction of the Thornbury 
Wastewater Treatment Plant Headworks Upgrades.  

The project has completed all engineering and has received tenders for the construction phase 
of this project. The overall construction budget was underestimated for this project.  

C. Background

The Town is undertaking required upgrades to the Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant 
Headworks (the “Project”) to ensure grit, rags and detritus debris is removed from the influent 
sewage before it reaches the treatment process. The current headworks equipment is at the 
end of its life and is now non-operational. The failed headworks is now causing additional 
operational problems in the plant.  This poses both a health and safety concern for the 
wastewater operators and the natural environment.  

When the influent flow reaches the peak capacity of the plant a significant volume of the 
influent is diverted to the lagoon system because the current headworks are unable to direct 
the flow into the mechanical treatment plant. The additional volume to the lagoon system 
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during high flows can exasperate operational challenges. It is noted that the most recent 
operational challenge at the plant was an overflow of the lagoon system which occurred in part 
due to the lack of a fully functional headworks.  

Additional challenges include the deposition of grit in the aeration basins and debris collecting 
on the UV disinfection lamps. Increased operator time is needed to manage the plant. The 
Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant recently has had challenges achieving regulatory 
effluent criteria. This challenge will be increasingly difficult as the flow rates increase, with 
additional users and heavy rain events. The headworks are not functioning as designed. 

In July 2018, The Town retained J.L Richards & Associates Ltd. (JLR) through a competitive 
procurement process to prepare the preliminary design, final design and undertake the 
contract administration for the project based on the concepts proposed within the Preliminary 
Design Report. 

On July 15, 2019, Council approved increasing the Engineering Services Agreement with JLR for 
the Project by an upset limit of $100,000 from $211,755.75 to $311,755.75 for the expansion of 
the headworks building to house headworks equipment per the terms and conditions outlined 
in Staff Report CSPW.19.036.  

In October 2019, the Town, along with JLR completed a pre-qualification of general contractors 
for the construction at the Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant headworks upgrades. Four 
contractors were short listed during this process.  

In December 2019, the final construction tender was released to the four pre-qualified 
contractors. The headworks construction tender closed on January 23, 2020. The lowest bid was 
received from H2Ontario for $3,735,200.  

Please refer to Attachment 1 for an overview of the Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant, as 
well as the design drawings.  

D. Analysis

The existing Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant headworks (i.e. screening and grit 
removal) is known to be inadequate in hydraulic capacity and the equipment and other 
components are at the end of their intended service life and have failed.  

The construction of new headworks has been scheduled for the 2020 construction season, with 
an anticipated completion date of December 2020. Following the completion of the headworks, 
staff are intending on moving ahead with the capacity expansion of the treatment plant. 
Delaying the headworks construction will delay the expansion as well.   

Construction of new headworks is critical in order for the Town to achieve the Thornbury 
Wastewater Treatment Plant’s effluent criteria and remain in compliance with provincial 
regulations. In addition, if these upgrades don’t occur the Town will not be able to add any 
additional units to the wastewater system which will result in un-serviced 
properties/developments in The Town of The Blue Mountains.  
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The 2019 budget for this project was based on the JLR Opinion of Probable Cost (OPC) estimate, 
Class B of $2,519,214 for construction, plus $331,000 for engineering and $197,000 for 
additional costs to the Town to execute this project. A Class B OPC is provided at a 60% design. 
Although this was a substantive estimate there were still significant unknowns for this project 
including geotechnical, the complexity of the siteworks, the electrical and instrumentation 
design and the by-pass around the works to facilitate construction.  

 At 100% design, JLR’s Class A OPC estimate was $3,464,182. Although the estimate significantly 
exceeded the approved budget, staff made the decision to move ahead with tendering the 
work and evaluate the bids that were submitted. The bids the Town received ranged from 
$3,735,200 to $4,087,400. The lowest tender bid is approximately 7% higher than the OPC. It is 
noted that the differences are partially attributed to assignment of materials and labour in 
different divisions of the tender. Industry standards considers a 5 to 10% variance on the Class 
A OPC acceptable. 

Staff have thoroughly looked for opportunities to reduce the cost of this project, including 
identifying any unknowns in the work to be able to provide a more fulsome tender document 
which allows the contractors the ability to provide a better tender price. 

Below is a breakdown of the over budget items in the tender: 

Project Activities that Contributed to Cost Increase 

General Contractor Overheads $128,000 

Electrical & Instrumentation $366,000 

Site Works $295,000 

Temporary by-pass $105,000 

Additional Key contract Services – Town Responsibilities 

• Sewage Haulage during headworks bypass $25,000 

Senior Infrastructure Capital Project Coordinator $40,000 

Total $959,000 

Option 1 – Approve budget increase and award contract. This option ensures the headworks 
construction upgrades moves forward for 2020 construction. 

Option 2 – Re-Engineering Phase which includes a review of the design and project execution 
opportunities.  Any re-design phase will likely delay the project for an additional calendar year.  
Re-design phase would have to identify opportunities and then explore these opportunities to 
quantify the cost saving.  The town has limited resources so it can be expected there will be 
additional project costs for 3rd party resources during this phase. 
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This option would require re-issuing the contract services tender in either late 2020 or early 
2021 with completion in fall of 2021.  There is no certainty that significant over-project cost 
savings would be achieved.  

E. The Blue Mountains Strategic Plan

Goal #5: Ensure Our Infrastructure is Sustainable 
Objective #1 Develop a Long-Term Asset Management Plan for the Maintenance, Renewal 

and Replacement of Existing Infrastructure 
Objective #2 Avoid Unexpected Infrastructure Failure and Associated Costs and Liability 
Objective #3 Implement Best Practices in Sustainable Infrastructure 
Objective #4 Ensure that Infrastructure is Available to Support Development 

F. Environmental Impacts

Efficient and effective headworks are a critical component of the treatment process. Upgrades 
to the headworks are critical to maintaining an effect treatment system to protect the natural 
environment and public health.  

In 2019 there were 229 objective exceedances at the Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant. 
In addition to the objective exceedance, in the spring of 2019 the excessive inflows into the 
treatment plant resulted in the flow being diverted to the lagoon system, which overflowed to 
the natural environment. This was a reportable event.  

G. Financial Impact

The chart below outlines the 2019 Approved Capital Budget versus 2020 Forecasted Costs. 

Expense Item 2019 Approved Budget 2020 Tender Costs Difference 

Engineering $100,000 $100,000 $0 

Construction $2,697,500 $3,635,200 $937,700 

Contingency $250,000 $100,000 ($150,000) 

Other Costs $0 $210,000 $210,000 

Total Expenses $3,047,500 $4,045,200 $997,700 

Funding 

Wastewater Asset Replacement 
Reserve Fund 

$807,400 $1,066,400 $259,000 

Thornbury Sewer Capacity 
Development Charges 

$2,240,100 $2,978,800 $738,700 

Total Funding $3,047,500 $4,045,200 $997,700 
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The Other Costs included in the chart above will fund items such as sewage haulage and 
programming, as necessary, as well as staff salaries and benefits. One of the Town’s Senior 
Infrastructure Capital Project Coordinators is the Project Lead and therefore are funded 
through this project. The Wastewater Asset Replacement Reserve Fund is forecasted to end 
2019 with a balance of $15.7M, even with a number of large capital projects included in the five 
year capital plan the reserve fund can fund the $259,000 overage.   

The Thornbury Sewer Capacity Development Charge Reserve Fund is forecasted to end 2019 
with a balance of $5.8M, this reserve fund will also be funding the Thornbury Wastewater 
Treatment Plant Expansion and is projected to go into a negative balance. Development Charge 
Reserve Funds are allowed to go into a negative position as long as the total of all the reserve 
funds stays positive. Even with this overage the Town will have a positive Development Charge 
Reserve Fund balance. 

H. In Consultation With

Shawn Everitt, CAO 

Allison Kershaw, Manager Water and Wastewater Services 

Brent Rolufs, Senior Infrastructure Capital Project Coordinator  

Maurice Dempster, Wastewater Supervisor 

Sam Dinsmore, Deputy Treasurer/Manager of Accounting and Budgets 

Ruth Prince, Director of Finance and IT Services/Treasurer 

I. Public Engagement

The topic of this Staff Report has not been subject to a Public Meeting and/or a Public 
Information Centre as neither a Public Meeting nor a Public Information Centre are required. 
Comments regarding this report should be submitted to Shawn Carey, 
directorops@thebluemountains.ca. 

J. Attached

Attachment 1 - Image of Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant and proposed works 

mailto:Managerwww@thebluemountains.ca
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Respectfully submitted,  

 
 

Shawn Carey 
Director of Operations 

For more information, please contact: 
Shawn Carey 
directorops@thebluemountains.ca 
519-599-3131 extension 260 

mailto:managerwww@thebluemountains.ca
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Image 1: Ariel Image of Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant and Lagoon System 

Image 2: Ariel Image of Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant, Mechanical System 
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Image 3: Proposed Works Ground Floor 
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Image 4: Proposed Works Equipment Platform Level 



I cst_081 126_mjm_ WWTP Phase1a budget costing.xis 200 1/14/2009 

I Thornbury Wastewater Treatment Plant - Phase 1a Upgrade 
Conceptual Level Opinion of Probable Cost 

i Headworks including Intermediate Splitter Box 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

unit install 
Description Units Qty. Unit Cost Factor Costs 

Civil Works 
Excavation, Trenching, Compacting 
Backfilling, Foundation preparation or 
preparation for concrete work m3 100 $ 25 1 $2,500 
Architectural/Structural 
Reinforced, Cast-in-Place Concrete m3 25 $ 1,300 1 $32,500 
Cutting & Modification of existing 
concrete LS 1 $ 10,000 1 $10,000 
Replacement of Garage Door LS 1 $ 10,000 1.2 $12,000 
Temporary structures, bypass 
requirements, etc. LS 1 $ 20,000 1 $20,000 

Miscellaneous metal work, platforms, 
grating, handrails and stairs LS 1 $ 20,000 1 $20,000 
Miscellaneous floor, wall and ceiling 
finishings LS 1 $ 20,000 1 $20,000 
Process Equipment 
Raw Sewage Screen & Compactor ea 1 $ 130,000 1.2 $156,000 
Grit Separator/Classifier ea 1 $ 240,000 1.2 $288,000 
Odour Control System ea 1 $ 20,000 1.5 $30,000 
Piping, valves, couplings and flanges lot 1 $ 80,000 1 $80,000 
Instrumentation and Controls 
Control Systems, including panels, 
processors, interfaces, indicators, 
communication equipment etc. ea 1 $ 30,000 1.2 $36,000 
Programming and Documentation LS 1 $ 20,000 1 $20,000 
Instrumentation and Controls 
equipment LS 1 $ 30,000 1.2 $36,000 
Mechanical 
Mechanical Instrumentation lot 1 $ 20 ,000 1 $20,000 
HVAC i) Heaters lot 1 $ 20,000 1 $20,000 
HVAC ii) General exhaust fans, louvres 
and dampers lot 1 $ 20,000 1 $20,000 
Plumbing and t1xtures lot 1 $ 10,000 1 $10,000 
Electrical 
General Electrical Services, including 
Electrical Components, Power 
Distribution, Wiring etc. lot 1 $ 60,000 1.3 $78,000 
Total Installed Cost (TIC) 
Contractor General Requirements (CGR) 5% of TIC 

Total Capital Cost (excluding taxes) 

~Ub-total 
Costs 

$2,500 

$114,500 

$554,000 

$92,000 

$70,000 

$78,000 

$911,000 
$45,550 

$956,550 

I 
I 
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TOWN OF BLUE MOUNTAINS THORNBURY WASTEWATER 
TREATMENT PLANT 

PRE-DESIGN ESTIMATE 
"Opinion of Probable Cost" (1) 

PROCESS SUMMARY DATE: 26-Oct-2018 
Component Sub-Total Basic Facility Cost 

(Excluding Various Mark-ups) 
Comments 

Division 1 (General Requirements) 

Screening / Grit Removal $ 1,862,817 

SUB-TOTAL A $ 1,862,817 

16.5% Markup (Contractor O&P, Bonds, Insurance, Etc.) $ 307,365 

SUB-TOTAL B $ 2,170,182 

Construction Contingency (Change Orders, 5% of B) $108,509 

Total Estimated Construction Capital Costs -Excluding engineering & HST $2,278,691 

Engineering $ 211,755.75 

Engeering Contingency Allowance $ 20,000.00 

Other City Costs 

Total (Construction and Engineering) $2,510,000 
Notes: 
1. The Construction Document "Opinion Of Probable Cost" shown have been prepared for guidance in project evaluation and implementation from the information available at the time of the 

estimate. The final "Opinion Of Probable Cost" of the project will depend on actual labor and material costs, competitive market conditions, final project scope, implementation schedule and 
other variable factors. As a result, the final "Opinion Of Probable Cost" will vary from the "Opinion Of Probable Cost" presented herein.  Because of this, project feasibility and funding needs 
must be carefully reviewed prior to making specific financial decisions to help ensure proper project evaluation and adequate funding. This "Opinion of Probable Cost" does not include any 
costs for acquiring the necessary permits or Rights-of-way for the above specified equipment. 

2. Percentage calculations are based on historical cost data from wastewater projects tracked over a span of many years. 

JLR 25833 Process Summary, Page 1 J.L. Richards Associates Limited 
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TOWN OF BLUE MOUNTAINS THORNBURY WASTEWATER TREATMENT 
PLANT 

Pre-Design Estimate 
"Opinion of Probable Cost" (1) 

DIVISION SUMMARY 26-Oct-18 
Component Description Quantity Unit Unit Cost Material Cost Installation Total Cost 

% of Matl Cost 

Division 1 - General Requirements $ -

Division 2 - Sitework $ 164,336 

Division 3 - Concrete $ 143,690 

Division 4 - Masonry $ 49,935 

Division 5 - Metals $ 64,353 

Division 6 - Wood and Plastics $ 11,200 

Division 7 - Thermal and Moisture Protection $ 36,200 

Division 8 - Doors and Windows $ 7,200 

Division 9 - Finishes $ 26,645 

Division 10 - Specialties $ -

Division 11 - Equipment $ 3,000 

Division 12 - Furnishings $ -

Division 14 - Conveying Systems $ -

Division 15A - Process Mechanical $ 857,960 

Division 15B - Building Mechanical $ 68,252 

Division 16 - Electrical $ 430,045 

Sub-Total Basic Facility Costs (A) $ 1,862,817 

General Contractor's Overhead % of A 7.0% $ 130,397 
General Contractor's Profit % of A 3.0% $ 55,885 
Mobilization, Bonds and Insurance % of A 2.0% $ 37,256 
Allowances (record drawings, final cleaning, etc.) % of A 2.0% $ 37,256 
Escalation Contingency (0.25% per month to mid point of construction) % of A 1.5% $ 27,942 
Sequencing of Project % of A 1.0% $ 18,628 

Total Estimated Construction Costs (B) Comparable with the Bid Amount $ 2,170,182 

Construction Contingency (Change Orders) % of B 5.0% $ 108,509 

Total Estimated Construction Capital Costs -Excluding engineering & HST $ 2,278,691 
Engineering $ 211,755.75 

Engineering Contingency $ 20,000.00 

Other City Costs 

Total (Construction and Engineering) $ 2,510,000 
Notes: 
1. The Construction Document "Opinion Of Probable Cost" shown have been prepared for guidance in project evaluation and implementation from the information available at the 

time of the estimate. The final "Opinion Of Probable Cost" of the project will depend on actual labor and material costs, competitive market conditions, final project scope, 
implementation schedule and other variable factors. As a result, the final "Opinion Of Probable Cost" will vary from the "Opinion Of Probable Cost" presented herein.  Because 
of this, project feasibility and funding needs must be carefully reviewed prior to making specific financial decisions to help ensure proper project evaluation and adequate 
funding. This "Opinion of Probable Cost" does not include any costs for acquiring the necessary permits or Rights-of-way for the above specified equipment. 

2. Percentage calculations are based on historical cost data from wastewater projects tracked over a span of many years. 

JLR 25833 Div Summary, Page 1 J.L. Richards and Associates Limtied 



DIVISION SUMMARY 13-Nov-19
Component Description Quantity Unit Unit Cost Material Cost Total Cost

% of Matl Cost

Division 1 - General Requirements 60,000$     

Division 2 - Sitework 573,536$     

Division 3 - Concrete 170,489$     

Division 4 - Masonry 74,959$     

Division 5 - Metals 72,688$     

Division 6 - Wood and Plastics 14,000$     

Division 7 - Thermal and Moisture Protection 39,530$     

Division 8 - Doors and Windows 31,000$     

Division 9 - Finishes 31,300$     

Division 10 - Specialties -$     

Division 11 - Equipment -$     

Division 12 - Furnishings -$     

Division 14 - Conveying Systems -$     

Division 15A - Process Mechanical 888,575$     

Division 15B - Building Mechanical 80,289$     

Division 16 - Electrical and I&C 795,583$     

Sub-Total Basic Facility Costs (A) 2,831,949$    

General Contractor's Overhead % of A 7.0% 198,236$     
General Contractor's Profit % of A 3.0% 84,958$     
Mobilization, Bonds and Insurance % of A 2.0% 56,639$     
Allowances (record drawings, final cleaning, etc.) % of A 2.0% 56,639$     
Escalation Contingency (0.25% per month to mid point of construction) % of A 1.5% 42,479$     
Sequencing of Project % of A 1.0% 28,319$     

Total Estimated Construction Costs (B) Comparable with the Bid Amount 3,299,221$    

Construction Contingency (Change Orders) % of B 5.0% 164,961$     

Total Estimated Construction Capital Costs -Excluding engineering & HST 3,464,182$    
Notes:
1.

2.

Installation

The Construction Document "Opinion Of Probable Cost" shown have been prepared for guidance in project evaluation and implementation from the 
information available at the time of the estimate.  The final "Opinion Of Probable Cost" of the project will depend on actual labor and material costs, 
competitive market conditions, final project scope, implementation schedule and other variable factors.  As a result, the final "Opinion Of Probable Cost" will 
vary from the "Opinion Of Probable Cost" presented herein.  Because of this, project feasibility and funding needs must be carefully reviewed prior to making 
specific financial decisions to help ensure proper project evaluation and adequate funding. This "Opinion of Probable Cost" does not include any costs for 
acquiring the necessary permits or Rights-of-way for the above specified equipment.

Percentage calculations are based on historical cost data from wastewater projects tracked over a span of many years.  

TOWN OF THE BLUE MOUNTAINS THORNBURY WASTEWATER 
TREATMENT PLANT

Class A "Opinion of Probable Cost" 
(1)

JLR 25833 Div Summary, Page 1 J.L. Richards and Associates Limtied
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